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Overview

For more than a decade, Spinnaker Support has been one of the most trusted providers of third-party support, 
managed services, and consulting for Oracle Siebel CRM. We service Siebel releases 5.x through 8.x and IP17+ up to 
the latest monthly Siebel CRM Updates and have no term limitations on support, regardless of whether Oracle has 
declared an End of Life to a release.

Spinnaker Support’s managed services augments, or assumes, complete responsibility for a range of IT operational 
functions and/or day-to-day technology management. We offer four distinct packages of managed services that cover 
your ongoing needs, as they relate to Siebel. Customers trust us to keep their applications running smoothly, securely, 
and in compliance, and to help them when they want to migrate their applications to the cloud.

Today’s challenging environment 

To keep their Siebel applications operating at peak performance, enterprises are seeking better and more cost-
effective external services and resources. They want services like around-the-clock performance monitoring, 
improved IT function and application management, and the smooth functioning of interoperable systems — all while 
building a bridge between their legacy and future technologies.

Imagine gaining the staffing and Siebel expertise you desire without getting locked into an expensive and ever-
expanding project roadmap. At Spinnaker Support, service, support, and advice is available however and whenever 
you need it through a reasonably priced and experienced vendor.
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Software Publisher Patching

The Shortcomings of Publisher Patches for Security

Software patches are code changes for software that are designed to eliminate bugs, fix security vulnerabilities, and improve usability 
or performance. Software publishers include patches as part of their paid maintenance to ensure their clients continue relying on their 
support services. 

Most publishers package multiple fixes and release them as downloads on an established schedule, with an occasional one-off alert. 
Because patches help remedy unexpected code issues, publisher support is a worthwhile investment for newer software products and 
versions. For risk and vulnerability management, however, the benefits of patching are more open to question, even while the publisher 
extensively promotes them as the ideal security solution.

For years, publisher patches were the only practical method available for managing code-based vulnerabilities.

As the volume and variety of threats and vulnerabilities has grown, research has found that a reliance on patching alone often falls short 
of its promise to be a wholesale security solution. 1 This is because:

As for the timeliness and quality of patches, a recent large-scale empirical study from UC Berkeley uncovered some disquieting 
statistics: A third of all security issues were announced more than three years prior to remediation, nearly 5% of security fixes negatively 
impacted the associated software, and 7% failed to completely remedy the security hole they targeted.2

In several of  their research papers, Gartner has recommended against relying on patches alone to address critical vulnerabilities and 
exposures (CVEs). They state that “security and risk management leaders need to broaden their threat and vulnerability management 
strategies to apply alternate risk mitigation measures to critical systems and applications that cannot be patched.” ³ Many industry 
regulations, certifications, or compliance standards have also been updated with appendices that allow for compensating security 
controls when patches are nonexistent or unavailable.

• Patches are not timely (there can be a lag of months or years between disclosure and patch).

•  Patches don’t address zero-day vulnerabilities.

•  Patches are one-size-fits-all solutions and may be problematic for customizations.

• Patches may not be available for older product versions and applications.

• Patches require time to test and install.

• Many organizations do not patch regularly, or patch at all, due to operational constraints.



To learn more, please 
talk to a Spinnaker 
Support representative.

When organizations consider switching from publisher to third-party software support, it’s common for them to have questions 
regarding patching and security risk. Despite the limitations described above, Oracle customers, in particular, may be apprehensive 
about the loss of quarterly security patches.

Spinnaker Support addresses those concerns with our standard Seven-Point Security Solution, which exceeds the performances of 
patches as a CVE solution. From day one of the customer experience we use a multilayered approach to replace security patches and 
updates, including:

Preparing new customers for an upgraded security posture by conducting custom risk review and implementing attack surface reduction - 
both of which help customers to properly configure and harden applications, operating systems, servers, databases, and networks.

Delivering virtual patching and IDS/IPS products from industry-leading security vendors. Virtual Patching not only responds far more quickly 
to overt or suspected attacks than traditional publisher patches, but it also helps maintain compliance with laws, statutes, and governance 
policies (like HIPAA and PCI DSS).

Providing responsive and ongoing vulnerability management  that’s tailored to reach customer’s needs and delivered when they need it. We 
prioritize security-related support tickets and bring our global team of security experts into the conversation from the start.
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Security is Everything we Do
We invest in your security and compliance measures with the same exacting standards we apply to our own organization. Spinnaker 
Support was the first third-party support provider to achieve both ISO / IEC 27001:2013 certification for managing sensitive company 
information and ISO 9001:2015 certification for quality management principles. We are Privacy Shield-Certified, GDPR compliant, 
certified for both the EU-U.S. and Swiss-U.S.  Privacy Shield Frameworks, and Cyber Essentials certified.

Spinnaker Support delivers security solutions designed for your unique set of applications and systems. Armed with proven processes, 
tried-and-true security products, and a robust staff of industry experts, Spinnaker Support continually investigates issues and hardens 
and protects your application environment, delivering timely fixes and remediations throughout your customer experience.

Spinnaker Support has you Protected
Spinnaker Support takes your data and application security seriously. In our Satisfaction Survey, 95% of customers who cited security as 
an issue reported that their security level was improved or unchanged after moving to Spinnaker Support.

We achieve these results because we reject the one-size-fits-all patching approach, focusing instead on working collaboratively with 
each customer.

Our global security team monitors and reports actionable vulnerabilities and actively advises you on security concerns. When it comes 
to your data and critical system security, they adhere to the core concept of “discover, harden and protect.” They treat every reported 
incident as a P1 ticket, respond within 15 minutes, and continue to work until the security issue is properly addressed.
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Spinnaker Support’s Answer to Patching

ABOUT US
Today’s leaders are navigating an increasingly uncertain and ever-changing world. They can’t be held back by 
restrictive, ineffective, or complicated software systems as they move their organizations forward. Spinnaker 
optimizes software ecosystems through services designed for sustainable  transformation, maximizing software 
investments and freeing up the capital and resources leaders need to navigate the future with certainty. spinnakersupport.com

https://www.spinnakersupport.com/contact-us/
https://www.privacyshield.gov/welcome
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